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Abstract
Magnetic tape and optical disk library units (jukeboxes) are satisfying the demand for high-
capacity cost-effective storage. The choice between optical disk and magnetic tape technology
must take into account the cost limitations as well as the performance and reliability
requirements of the user environment.
Library units require data management software in order to function in an automated and
user-transparent way. The most common data management applications are backup and
recovery, data migration and archiving. The medium access patterns that these applications
create will be described. Since the most user visible application is data migration, a queue
simulator has been developed to model its performance against a variety of library units. The
major subject of this paper is the design and implementation of this simulator as well as some
simulation results. The relative cost and reliability of magnetic tape versus optical disk library
units is presented for completeness.
Data Management Applications
There are three main data management applications that library units are used for:
The Backup Recovery application enables data that has been lost due to magnetic disk
failure or accidental user file deletion to be recovered from backup media. During
backup, magnetic tape is preferred over optical disk for the following reasons:
Magnetic tape has a lower cost per megabyte than optical disk.
Magnetic tape can provide higher write data transfer rates than optical disk.
Backup is a sequential access process, so the random access feature of optical disk
is not an advantage.
When a large number of files must be recovered from a backup medium, optical disk
could significantly speed up the recovery time. For optical disk, file to file access time
is measured in milliseconds as opposed to seconds and even minutes on magnetic tape.
However, recovery software that can sort the list of files to be recovered by physical
location on magnetic tape has been developed, thereby minimizing search time. This
sorting operation also reduces magnetic tape medium wear.
Mlgratlon is a high-capacity, lower performance, user-transparent extension of a
system's magnetic disk file system. A system that supports migration can provide a
storage capacity that is well in excess of reasonable magnetic disk subsystems at a
fraction of the cost. During the stage-out process, the migration application
automatically identifies least-recently-used data on magnetic disk and moves that data
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to a lower cost staging medium. Since data is staged-out periodically in bulk form and
written to the staging medium in sequential form, magnetic tape is as effective as
optical disk. Stage-ln moves data from the staging medium back to magnetic disk when
requested by a user. The fast drive load/unload and seek times of optical disk make it
the preferred medium over magnetic tape for stage-in. These user requests for stage-in
are random and unpredictable, making software optimlzatlons ineffective for general
storage systems. Since stage-in is the most user-visible application, it was chosen as
the application to model against a variety of library units using the queue simulator.
* Archlvlnrj moves data from magnetic disk to a lower cost archive medium when it is
either not being requested by users or it needs to be replicated for increased data
availability. Users expect an access time of hours or days to acquire data that has been
archived. Magnetic tape provides the following advantages over optical dlsk for
arc hiving.:
The storage density of magnetic tape is higher than optical disk.
The cost per megabyte of magnetic tape media is significantly lower than optical
disk media.
Data compression minimizes the physical storage space for off-line volumes.
Hardware data compression is available within most tape drives and is not found in
any optical disk drives today because disks are direct access devices that create
operating system dependencies.
The advantages of optical disk over magnetic tape in an archiving application include:
Longer archive life. Optical disk archive life is measured in tens to hundreds of
years. Magnetic tape is measured in units to tens of years.
Lower medium maintenance. Most magnetic tape formats require retensionlng to
repack the tape onto the storage reels. Magnetic tape must also be periodically
cycled from the archive environment back into the active-use environment in order
to monitor medium quality and expire volumes with higher bit error rates. Optical
disk requires no recycling of volumes In this manner.
Data management servers today that run these applications usually employ magnetic tape for
backup/recovery & archiving. Optical disk has been the preferred medium for migration. With
the recent availability of cost-effective magnetic tape library units,, users are requesting that
servers be configured with Just tape library units, thereby eliminating the purchase of optical
library units. Although this solution is attractive from a cost standpoint, there are significant
performance and reliability concerns that must be addressed. The stage-in simulator has been
used to quantify the performance differences between these two technologies.
Performance Comparison and the Stage-In Simulator
Motivation for Developing the Stage-In Simulator
Since stage-in is the most user-visible application of data management, the primary purpose of
the stage-in simulator is to quantify the library unit service rate of various magnetic tape and
optical dlsk library units. Optical disk provides a stage-in servlce time to the user of
approximately twenty seconds, even in high request rate environments. Idle magnetic tape
library units can service requests within minutes, but in high user request rate environments,
the service time would extend to hours and possible days in extreme cases. The motivation for
developing the simulator was to define the acceptable user request rate limits for a variety of
library units.
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Simulation Methodology
The stage-in simulator is a discrete queue simulator. The steps involved in the development of
this simulator follow typical simulation methodology [3] which includes planning, modeling,
verification and validation and finally running applications against it.
Simulator Planning
The statement of the problem was formed during the planning phase. Initially, the simulator
was going to be designed to model all data management applications being serviced by a single
library unit. This problem statement was simplified to develop a model for Just the migration
stage-in application. This application was chosen since it is the most user-visible application
and it exhibits the most unpredictable user-access patterns.
Simulator Modeling
During the modeling phase, the following activities were undertaken:
• The model of a library unit was developed
• The data model describing input, output and simulation variables was defined
• The simulator was written based on the library unit and data modeling.
• Performance data from real devices was measured and accumulated for input to the
simulator.
Library Unlt Modellng
Each user request that is sent to the stage-in simulator requires that a volume be mounted in a
library unit drive so that data transfer can take place. The simulator uses a two-level library
unit service model where some requests require a robot to mount the medium into one of the
available drives and a// requests require the use of a drive to access the data from the mounted
volume. A queue is created when the user requests arrive faster than the library unit can
process them, because either all of the drives and/or the robot are busy servicing an
outstanding request. As shown in Figure 1, the stage-in simulator takes a single stream of
user requests and attempts to satisfy them based on the utilization of a single shared robotics
element feeding a number of drives.
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Figure 1. Stage-in Simulator Servlce Model
v
The service time for a user request involves a number of robot and drive service time
components as shown in Table I. When user requests require the use of a robot, the service
time is the sum of all of the library unit and drive service time components If a user request
arrives that can be satisfied by a drive that already has the right medium loaded, only the
drive's access time and data transfer time are included in the service time for that request.
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Table I : Robotlcs and Drive Components of Servlce Time
Magnetic Tape (Optical Disk) Robot Is Required
No Robot Is
Required
Rewind to BOT (Spin-down) Medium _/
Eject Medium from Drive 4
Robotics Exchange, drive->slot, slot-> 4
drive
Drive Medium Load to BOT (Spin-up) _/
Drive Access Time _
JDrive Data Transfer Time ¢
Data Modeling
The simulator data model is comprised of input data, simulation variables and output as
shown in Figure 2. The stage-in simulator accepts laboratory-measured library unit and drive
performance data as input. It produces information on the percent utilization of the library
unit robotics and drive(s) as well as the overall library unit service rate, average service time
and maximum queue length as output. During simulation, simulation variables such as the
user request rate and file size are varied to simulate different user environments.
INPUI" SIMULATION OUTPUT
DATA VARIABLES
Measured Mean User _ Robot % Util
LU Perf Request Interval _ Drive % Udl
Measured Mean _ Queue Length
Drive Perf Filesize
Service Rate
Library Unit Same-Medittrn _ Service Time
Configuration Hit-Rate
Figure 2: Data Model of the Stage-ln Simulator
Simulator Output:
• Robot % Utilization - the percentage of time that the robot is busy during the
simulation. Logged values near 100% indicate that the performance of the unit is
limited by the robot.
* Drive % Utilization - the percentage of time that the drives in the LU are busy during
the simulation Logged values near 100% indicate that the performance of the unit is
limited by the drive.
* Queue Length - the size of the user request queue after servicing Fifty user requests is
logged to quantify the degree to which certain LU configurations fall behind in servicing
simulated user request rates. For very high user request rates of very large files, the
queue length of user requests to be serviced could reach into the thousands at the point
in time where just the first fifty requests have been serviced.
• Service Rate - the number of user requests serviced per hour by the library unit.
• Service Time - the average service time per user request.
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SimulatorVariables:
Mean User Request Interval - This variable represents the rate that user requests arrive
for stage-in at the server. During simulation, mean user request intervals of 512, 256,
128, 64, 32, 16, 8, 4, and 2 seconds per request were run. This range was selected
because it showed the region of user request rate that created drive and robot bound
conditions for both magnetic tape and optical disk library units. During simulation, a
Poisson distribution was applied to this mean user request interval to induce variability
in arrival time. This distribution has been widely used to model arrival distributions
and other seemingly random events [3].
Mean File Size - mean file sizes of 10KB, 100KB, 1MB, and 10MB were selected for
simulation. A Poisson distribution was applied to this mean file size to induce
variability in user request file size. The drive's measured data transfer rate was
multiplied by the file size during simulation to create the data transfer service time
component of the total user request service time.
Same-Medlum-Hit-Rate (SMHR) - This variable allowed the simulator to model the
behavior of servicing user requests that either exhibit a high degree of same-medium
locality (SMHR = I00%) or a low degree of same-medium locality (SMHR = 0%). Each
user request that arrives is tagged with a flag that indicates whether or not it requires
the use of the robot based on the SMHR % value. Any SMHR percentage can be
modeled. When the SMHR is I00%, the service time only includes a drive access time
and a drive data transfer component. When the SMHR is 0%, the service time is the
sum of all possible drive and robot times as shown in the "Robot Required" column of
Table I.
Simulator Input:
The first real application of the simulator was to model the stage-in performance of a number of
magnetic tape and optical disk library unit configurations. For these devices, the following
data was collected as input to the simulator:
Library Unit (LU) Performance - Each real library unit that was modeled had its robotics
exchange time measured to be used directly by the simulator. The exchange time
includes the time to move a medium from a drive to a storage slot plus the time to move
another medium from a storage slot into a drive. For the purpose of this simulation,
some conceptual library units were created. Their exchange time was set to exchange
times of similar commercially available library units.
Library Unit (LU) Configuration - The number of media and drives associated with
commercially available as well as conceptual library units.
Drive Performance - the following drive parameters were measured for input to the
simulator:
Drive Load Time - the time it takes a drive to load and spin up an optical disk or to
load and get a magnetic tape to its BOT point.
Drive Unload Time - the time it takes a drive to spin-down and eject an optical disk
or to eject a tape that was already rewound and at BOT.
Drive Data Transfer Rate - the rate at which the drive transfers data to/from the
host computer. This rate was measured while servicing stage-in requests for all
simulated drive devices. The measured data rate is generally lower than the
manufacturer's published data transfer rate, due to drive and host latencies. For
this reason, it was important to provide this measured data to the simulator.
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DriveAccessTime- For opticaldisk drives,accesstime is the sum of seektime plus
the rotational delay and is usually well under one second. Theaccesstime for
magnetictapedrives is its searchtime which can be measuredin minutes. Since
magnetic tape drive search time is a major servicetime component for random
stage-inrequests,it was important to accuratelymodelsearchcharacteristics for
magnetictape. Themethodof capturingthis data involved first writing to the entire
medium with a fixed file size and then performing random file reads on that volume
while recording the time for each access. Six-hundred random access time samples
were taken for a number of storage technologies. Table 2 shows the calculated
mean and standard deviation of these six-hundred random access times.
Table 2: Measured Mean and Standard Devlation for Various Devlce Random Access Times
Medium Type
Eraseable Optical
Disk
WORM Disk
8mm Tape
4ram Tape
8mm Tape
DLT Tape
VHS Tape
Tape Length
(Opt. Disk
Diam.)
(5.25"}
(12")
54m
90m
112m
1100'
TI20
Median
(seconds)
0.044
0.429
Standard
Deviation
(seconds)
0.011
0.199
1531
47 25
53 31
54
67
31
19
Random access times could have been generated for the simulator using the mean and
standard deviation values in Table 2, but these two values alone did not capture the
inherent skew visible in some of the distribution histograms (see Figures 3 and 4).
When a random access service time component was required, one of the six-hundred
random access time data points was selected.
i
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Access Time
(milliseconds)
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(_lliseeonds)
Figure 3: 5.25" Eraseable Optical Disk and 12" WORM Disk Random Access Time Distrlbution
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Figure 4: Magnetic Tape Drive Random Access Time Dlstributlons
Slmulatlon Verlflcation and Valldatlon
During the verification and validation phase, the program produced a significant amount of
logged data to allow the servicing of each arrival to be studied. This data was helpful in
identifying functional bugs in the early implementations of the simulator. Special simulation
runs were executed that modeled the operating extremes of a device so the simulated results
could be compared against calculated results for validation purposes. The simulator was
executed over the same input data and simulation variables repeatedly to ensure the results
produced were within a reasonable deviation from all other simulation runs. Also, by varying
simulation variables and simulating different library unit configurations, sanity checks of the
change in the output data revealed that the simulator was functioning properly.
During this phase of simulator development, it was important to identify the number of
departures that had to be produced to provide consistent output data. Simulation runs of 25,
100 and 500 departures were executed with similar output results. For this application, the
simulator was run for each user request rate, file slze and SMHR value until 50 departures
were completed.
Simulator Application
The simulator has the capability of modeling the performance of commercially available library
units as well as those that are only conceptual. For this application, a total library unit
capacity of 300GB was selected as a product normalizing criterion. Also, each library unit had
a configuration of four drives. The library unit and media configurations are shown In Table 3:
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Table 3: 300GB Library unlt configurations used durlng slmulatlon
Medium
Ty_/Slze
EO 5.25"
Media/L Media Cap. LU Cap. (GB)
U (GB)
215 1.3" 279
WORM 12"
4tara 90m
8mm-_54m
8mm 112m
VHS TI20
DLT'_I I Off
47
150
116
6O
20
5O
6.5
2.0
2.5
5.0
14.5
6.0
307
For this
Real/Conceptual LU
Real (DISC
w/HPI.3GB]
Real (Sony WDA-930}
300 Conceptual
300 Real (Exabyte
EXB 120)
300 Real (Exabyte
EXB 120)
290 Conceptual
300 Conceptual
application of the simulator, the three SMHR percentages shown in Table 4 were run.
5O%
100%
Table 4: Effect of SMHR on Service Time
Effect on Service Time
All user requests require a robotics exchanl_e, drive load and unload
Half of the requests clo not require robotics exchange and drive
load / unload
Robot only used to load each drive once
The theoretical maximum library unit service rate (requests per hour) is bounded by the user
request rate as shown in Table 5. This is a units conversion from seconds per user request to
library unit service rate expressed in requests per hour. For example, a user request every two
seconds generates a theoretical maximum library unit service rate of 1800 requests per hour.
Table 5: Maximum LU Service Rate based on the User Request Rate
User Request ' 64 32 16 8 4 2
Rate(See/Reck) ..
Maximum LU Rate 56 112 225 450 900 180
(Req / Hr) 0
After running the simulator across many library unit models while varying the mean file size,
mean user request rate and SMHR, it was observed that the library unit service rate was file
size insensitive (from 10KB to 10MB) for lower SMHR percentages (0%, 50%). When SMHR
approached I00%, file sizes at 10K, 100K and IMB had similar service rate performance and
10MB files had measurably lower service rate performance, due to the significant service time
component associated with data transfer. For this reason, the simulator output data was
condensed to the four cases shown in Table 6.
SMHR
0%
50%
I O0%
100%
Table 6: Effect of File slze on Service Rate for various values of SMHR
File sizes (Bytes)
IOK, lOOK, 1M,
IOM
10K, 100K, IM,
10M
10K, 100K, 1M
10M
Service Rate Computation
average of service rate for l 0KB, I OOKB, 1MB and
I 0MB fries
average of service rate for 10KB, 100KB, iMB and
I 0MB fries
average of service rate for I OK, 100K and I MB files
service rate for 10MB fries
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Tables7 through 10 display the simulated service rate of a number of library units expressed
in requests per hour. This data represents the capability of each library units to service user
requests that arrive at various request rates and file sizes.
The values in Tables 7 through 10 are coded with an indication of whether the unit was drive
bound (shown in italics) or robot bound (shown in boldface). In either case, user requests
were being placed in a queue for service and the overall library unit service rate was limited.
Drive-bound service rates indicate that the library unit could not service requests at the
required user request rate because the drive access time and data transfer characteristics were
the limiting factor. Robot-bound service rates indicate that the unit was dominated by robotics
exchanges and drive load / unload / search / rewind times.
The queue size data in the rightmost column of Tables 7 through I0 indicates the number of
user requests that were waiting in the queue at the point in time when 50 requests were
serviced and when the user request rate was at 2 seconds per request which is the worst case
user-request rate condition.
Table 7: LU Service Rate - SMHR = 0% - aU fde s/zes
User Req 64 32 16 8 4 2 Queue
Rat e (Sec / Req)
Max. LU Rate 56 112 225 450 900 1800 Size
(Req/Hr)
EO 5.25" 215c4d 57 112 220 230 232 232 "330
WORM 12" 47c4d .... 71 112 210 440 470 480 160
4mm 90m 150c4d 45 45 47 48 47 47 1900
8mm 54m 116c4d 45 48 48 48 48 48 1800
8mm-112m 60c4d 36 37 37 37 37 38 2400
DLT II00' 50c4d 30 30 30 30 30 ........ 30 3000
VI-IS-T 120_20c4d 39 39 40 41 40 40 2200
Table 7 Observations:
All magnetic tape library units were able to service user requests at a rate of 128
seconds per request (this user rate was simulated, but not shown in the table).
Magnetic tape library units are limited to servicing only 30 to 50 requests per hour for
SMHR = 0%.
12" WORM disk outperformed 5.25" eraseable optical disk in this model primarily
because the 12" library unit robotics exchange time was faster. Optical disk technology
can service user requests in the 8-16 second per request range.
* All library units became robot bound as the user request rate increased.
After servicing only 50 user requests, very significant request queues were created for
magnetic tape. With the average service time per user request at -100 seconds for
magnetic tape, the last user requests in the queue of-2000 entries would not be
serviced for 2.3 days. The first 50 requests to magnetic tape library units were serviced
in approximately one hour.
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Table 8: LU Service Rate - SMHR = 50% - all file slzes
User Req
Rate(Sec/Req)
Max. LU Rate
(Req/Hr]
EO 5.25" 215c4d
WORM 12" 47c4d
4mm 90m 150c4d
8mm 54m 116c4d
w
8mm l12m 60c4d
DLT II00' 50c4d
-- t
VHS TI20 20c4d
64 32 16 8 4 21 Queue
56 I12 225 450 900 1800 Size
56 II0 210 400 500 420 150
56 112 236 472 700 1050 55
58 '78 84 97 95 88 I000
55 82 103 90 II0 105 700
56 63 65 70 70' 70 1300
56 62 60i 62 60 60 1600
50 70 70 90 80 80 1500
Table 8 Observations:
• All magnetic tape library units were able to service user requests at a rate of 64 seconds
per request.
12" WORM disk outperformed 5.25" eraseable optical disk in this model primarily
because the 12" library unit robotics exchange time was faster. Either of these
technologies is capable of servicing user requests at a rate of 8 seconds per request.
• All library units became robot bound (as shown in boldface) as the user request rate
increased.
• Magnetic tape library units are limited to servicing only 60 to I00 requests per hour.
• Using shorter 54m tapes instead of the longer 112m 8mm tapes improved the LU
service rate from -90 request per hour to -105 requests per hour.
After servicing only 50 user requests, very significant request queues were created for
magnetic tape. With the average service time per user request at -60 seconds for
magnetic tape, the last user requests in the queue of ~1500 entries would not be
serviced for -1 day. The first 50 requests to magnetic tape library units were serviced in
approximately one hour.
Table 9: LU Service Rate - SMHR = 100%
User Req
Rate(Sec/Req)
Max. LU Rate
(Req/Hr)
EO 5.25" 215c4d
WORM 12" 47c4d
4mm 90m 150c4d
8mm 54m 116c4d
8mm l12m 60c4d
DLT 1100' 50c4d
VHS TI20 20c4d
-fde slze <= IMB
64 32 16 8 4 2
56 If2 225 450 900 1800
56 ll0 230 450 860 1900
55 ll0 200 470 880 1670
54 II0 212 285 285 285
56 i14 190 370 450 440
75 II0 175 260 290 270
561 I04 200 270 270 263
56 I12 190 200 200 200
Table 9 Observations
Magnetic tape library units were able to service
seconds per request.
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Queue
size
0
2
23o
160
27o
29o
4oo
user requests at a rate of ~16-32
All magnetictapelibrary units becamedrive bound (shown in italics in the table) due to
long drive search time as the user request rate increased.
5.25" eraseable had a performance advantage over 12" WORM, primarily due to the
faster seek time of the smaller 5.25" medium (see Figure 3). It should be noted that a
5.25" medium contains only one-fifth the data of a 12" WORM medium. Either of these
technologies is capable of servlctng user requests at a rate of 2 seconds per request.
Magnetic tape library units are limited to servicing only 200 to 400 requests per hour
for this SMHR and mean file size range of I OK- l MB.
Using shorter 54m tapes instead of the longer 112m 8mm tapes improved the LU
service rate from -270 request per hour to -440 requests per hour.
After servicing only 50 user requests, significant request queues were created for
magnetic tape. With the average service time per user request at -15 seconds for
magnetic tape (because 4-user requests are being serviced simultaneously), the last
user requests in the queue of-275 entries would not be serviced for -l hour.
Table 10: LU Service Rate - SMHR = 100% -file slze = lOMB
User Req
Rate(Sec/Req)
Max. LU Rate
(Req/Hr)
EO_5.25"_215c4d
WORM 12" 47c4d
4ram 9Om 150c4d
8mm-_54m-116c4d
8mm-112t_ 60c4d
DLT 1 I00' 50c4d
VH£TI20-20c4d
64 32 16 8 4 2 Queue
56 112 225 450 900 1800' Size
56 101 218 417 843 1130 29
54 97 236 396 582 504 111
59 I03 172 201 219 202 232
60 92 219 236 278 267 259
52 113 184 169 191 184 !442
60 121 158 228 203 196 381
58 85 164 194 180 196 993
Table I0 Observations:
All magnetic tape library units were able to service all requests at a rate of-16-32
seconds per request.
All magnetic tape library units became drive bound (shown in italics in Table I0) due to
search rate and low data transfer rate as the user request rate increased. The 5.25"
eraseable and 12" WORM library units became drive bound because of their relatively
low read data transfer rate.
5.25" eraseable optical and 12" WORM are capable of servicing user requests at a rate of
16 seconds per request. This simulation set of parameters produced lower performance
than that from Table 9, indicating the increased contribution of data transfer rate to
the overall service time and the low data transfer rate characteristics of optical disk
drives.
Magnetic tape library units are limited to servicing only 200 requests per hour for this
SMHR and file size.
Using shorter 54m tapes instead of the longer 112m 8mm tapes improved the LU
service rate from -184 request per hour to ~267 requests per hour.
After servicing only 50 user requests, significant request queues were created for
magnetic tape. With the average service time per user request at -18 seconds for
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magnetic tape (because4 user requestsare beingservicedsimultaneously), the last
user requestsin the queueof-350 entrieswouldnot beservicedfor -2 hours.
Summary of Simulation Application
Tables 7 through I0 indicate that any library unit can be driven to either being drive or robot
bound under various user request load characteristics. If a user can determine a mean file size
for the environment and estimate a user request rate, the SMHR percentage can be varied from
0% to 100% across a number of library unit models to determine the best technology fit for that
environment.
Cost Comparison
Today, most systems that support data management applications employ optical disk library
units for migration and magnetic tape library units for backup/recovery. From the overall
system cost perspective, there Is a strong motivation to have all data management applications
running on a single magnetic tape library unlt to eliminate the cost of the optical disk library
unit altogether.
When comparing various library unit options, the total cost of the library unit, its drives and its
media must be considered. Magnetic tape library units with their media and drives are two to
five times more cost effective than optical disk library units of a similar capacity.
The cost of library unit drives becomes a major factor in deciding on a storage technology for
data management applications. Random stage-in requests from users can be serviced more
effectively when more drives are available to service requests simultaneously. Middle and high-
end magnetic tape drives (VHS, 3480, D2) and larger optical disk drives (12", 14") can be from
three times to hundreds of times more expensive than smaller form-factor drives (3.5", 5.25").
For servicing high-volume stage-in requests, the preferred library unit configuration would
house many low-cost drives as opposed to a few large drives. This assumes that the
outstanding requests are serviced by as many different media as there are drives.
The cost per megabyte of optical disk media can be from three times to twenty times more
expensive than magnetic tape media, depending on the two specific media types being
compared. The cost of having to replace worn magnetic tape should be factored into the
comparative media cost calculation. Media cost comparisons become important for
environments where a significant amount of data will be archived off-line outside of the library
unit.
The simulation data presented in Tables 7-10 represented the service rate performance of a
variety of 300GB library units, each having four drives. The range of service performance that
a single library unit can exhibit can be plotted against the estimated cost of the sum of the
library unit, its drives and media to create a stage-in performance versus cost chart as shown
in Figure 5. The service rate minimum and maximum values were taken from the 2 seconds per
request column of Tables 7-10.
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Figure 5: Cost vs. LU Servlce Rate Performance of Simulated 300GB Library Units
From the data presented in Figure 5, the following cost & performance observations can be
made:
• Of the devices simulated, only optical disk library units provide service rate capability
over 500 requests per hour.
EO 5.25" is faster than WORM 12" for high SMHR values because its access time and
data transfer rates are greater than WORM_I2". EO_5.25" can also have a lower service
rate than 12" WORM in very low SMHR environments, since WORM 12" has faster
robotics exchange, drive load and unload times.
Most magnetic tape technologies are clustered in the low service rate, low cost comer of
the chart, with the exception of VHS. VHS tape drives are expensive, but they can
transfer data faster than any other tape drive that was simulated.
VHS produced the narrowest range of stage-in performance. This can be explained by
the shifted random search distribution for VHS as compared to 4mm, 8mm, and DLT
(see Figure 4). Although VHS did not perform well for stage-in, it would most likely
outperform all other tape technologies when used with backup/recovery and stage-out
data management applications.
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• The8mmconfigurationthat usedthe shorter54mtapehada high-endservicerate that
wassignificantly higher than the samelibrary unit with fewercartridges and longer
112mtapes.This is primarily due to the reducedsearch/rewindtimesof shorter tapes
as shown in Figure 4. Thls may be an option for customers who are willing to
significantly reduce the library unit capacity for an increase in overall stage-in
performance.
* 4mmtape library units can provideservicerate performancesimilar to DLTand 8mm
library units at a reducedcost. This Is primarily due to the lower cost of the 4mm
drives.
• There is a high-servicerate, low cost library unlt product void that has not yet been
filled by newlibrary units asshownin Figure5.
Reliability and Data Availability Comparison
There are many optical disk and magnetic tape library units available that provide high
reliability and high availability of user data. The critical reliability features of a library unit
include:
• Robotics MEBF - the mean exchanges between failure of the robotics mechanism. A
mean of one million exchanges has become the standard that most library units are
expected to perform to.
* Drive MIBF - the mean insertions of media into the drive before drive failure occurs. For
optical disk drives, MIBF is usually greater than 400,000. Magnetic tape drive MIBF
values are usually much lower.
• Adaptive robotics system that can compensate for robotics wear or mechanical
alignment drift over time.
• Robust robotics retry mechanisms to compensate for marginal physical alignment.
Some tape library units exceed optical disk library units in their ability to recover from
soft robot-movement errors.
The critical data availability features of a library unit include:
• Safe operator access to media and drives when the robotics fails. This allows an
operator to "play the robot" while spare robotics parts are in transit for replacement.
Most optical disk library units do not provide user access to media and drives while
many magnetic tape library units do.
• Standard drives that can be Installed In the library unit without drive modification.
Because of the complicated medium loading mechanism of certain tape drives, some
tape library units require that the standard drive be modified before installation into a
library unit.
• Customer replaceable drives with foolproof drive alignment during drive replacement.
Most optical disk library units are not designed with customer replaceable drives, but
some tape library units do have this feature.
• No required periodic maintenance for drives, media and robotics.
Periodic maintenance Is required on many magnetic tape drives and optical disk drives.
Magnetic tape drive heads wear as the medium is passed over them. Helical scan drives like
8ram, 4mm, D2, and VHS have low head life ratings between 1,000 and 5,000 hours [1] while
non-helical scan drives like QIC, DLT, and 3480 tape technology have head life ratings between
5,000 and 10,000 hours after which drive heads have to be replaced. Certain optical disk
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drives requireperiodic maintenancein the form of an adjustment to the laser "head" that is
responsible for writing and reading data. In either the magnetic tape drive case or the optical
disk drive case, the cost of adjusting or repairing a worn head is usually a significant cost-of-
ownership for lower-volume larger form-factor drives.
Overall media reliability can be segmented into archive reliability and active-use reliability. The
archive life of most magnetic tape media is between I 0 to 30 years and is significantly affected
by temperature and humidity conditions in the archive environment. Many tape medium
formats require retensioning in order to repack the tape onto the cartridge reel to eliminate
stresses or to separate tape that is beginning to adhere to adjacent layers. For example,
Exabyte suggests rewinding 8mm tape once every three years if kept in an archive environment
of 20°C, and once every three months if kept in an archive environment of 30°C [2]. Optical
disk media can provide stable archive storage from 25 to I O0 years.
Active-use magnetic tape media reliability is mostly affected by the amount of wear between the
drive head and media. Helical scan technologies like 4mm, 8mm, VHS, and D2 specify the
number of passes against the head at ~ 1500 [I ], where a pass is any forward or backward
movement that creates contact with the head. Non-helical scan technologies like QIC, 3480,
and DLT specify the number of passes of media at 5,000 to 20,000.
The limited medium pass count for helical scan tape media has not been a significant problem
for use in a backup/recovery application, since backup is sequential and recovery is
infrequent. When data is staged-out, it creates sequential access to magnetic tape which
minimizes tape wear. Stage-in requests, on the other hand, are random and unordered,
and will impose a high number of passes over a tape during routine stage-ln activity.
Most tape technology cannot withstand this random-access activity. To compensate for
this lack of medium durability, data management software must be developed that provides
improved media quality monitoring, data replication, and volume expiration features. From a
hardware reliability and data integrity standpoint, the medium with the highest number of
head to medium passes is preferred for the stage-in application.
Summary
Magnetic tape library units are more cost-effective than optical disk library units.
Unfortunately, magnetic tape drives and media are less durable and reliable than optical disk
drives and media. Magn6tic tape library units should only be used with user-request rates that
don't cause the library unit to be drive or robot bound as shown in Tables 7-10.
The stage-in simulator has been used during system planning exercises to estimate the overall
performance of very high capacity system configurations. It has been effective in quantifying
the weakness of sequential devices that are perceived to be "high performance" but have been
designed for high data transfer rate, not fast random-access to data.
Improved data migration software needs to be developed as the use of magnetic tape as a
migration device becomes more widespread. Because of the relatively low magnetic tape
medium and head reliability and durability, data management software must perform more
media defect management and historical soft error logging to find the "best" point in time to
expire a volume. In terms of performance, improved data placement algorithms must be
developed that provide a high degree of data locality during stage-in.
Future Simulation Activity
The simulator has been used for a number of other applications since its development. It has
been effective in assisting library unit vendors in planning their next generation library units.
The stage-in simulator can model the effect of changing the number of drives, cartridges and
robotics elements within the library unit. The simulator can also assist in migration data
management research by modeling a variety of stage-out data placement algorithms against
real library unit devices. The goal of this researoh is to increase the locality of stage-in data.
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A numberof simulatorenhancementsareplanned.Theseenhancementsinclude:
Adapting the current simulator to model library units with more than one non-
conflicting robotics element to increase low SMHR performance.
Producing a UNIX version of the program and providing it to customers for what-lf
analysis. It is currently written in ThinkC for an Apple Macintosh.
• A graphical output of the simulator progress as well as direct program charting of
simulation results.
• Continued data acquisition of performance parameters for newer devices.
• Consideration for drives like VHS that allow the medium to be ejected without
rewinding.
Also, the following applications are planned:
• Perform simulation of many library units in the 50-100GB range and the 1- i OTB range
to compare against the results of the 300GB simulation presented in this paper.
Assist library unit vendors in planning their next generation library units. For instance,
it is simple to create library unit configurations that show the results of changing the
number of drives in the library unit from l to n drives to arrive at an optimal number of
drives to robotics elements.
Model the user-perceived effect of modifying library unit service rate components and
configurations. For instance, if the drive load time could be cut in half from the present
time, what effect would that have on the user-perceived service rate.
A number of papers have been written on the subject of data placement on media
during stage-out in order to optimize stage-in performance in the future [5-I0]. Using
the simulator, various data placement algorithms could be modeled against a variety of
library units, user request rates and mean file sizes to quantify the effectiveness these
algorithms. For example, a simulation could be run that quantifies the stage-in
performance when data is staged-out across all magnetic tape volumes within a library
unit instead of filling each volume to end-of-tape before starting the next volume. This
scheme would be effective for library units that have fast robotics exchange times and
magnetic tape drives that have fast load/unload/rewind times but relatively slow search
times.
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